Abstract One of the main challenges in automatic controller synthesis is to develop methods that can successfully be applied for complex tasks. The difficulty is increased even more in the case of settings with multiple interacting agents. We apply the artificial homeostatic hormone system (AHHS) approach, which is inspired by the signaling network of unicellular organisms, to control a system of several independently acting agents decentrally. The approach is designed for evaluation-minimal, artificial evolution in order to be applicable to complex modular robotics scenarios. The performance of AHHS controllers is compared with neuroevolution of augmenting topologies (NEAT) in the coupled inverted pendulums benchmark. AHHS controllers are found to be better for multimodular settings. We analyze the evolved controllers with regard to the usage of sensory inputs and the emerging oscillations, and we give a nonlinear dynamics interpretation. The generalization of evolved controllers to initial conditions far from the original conditions is investigated and found to be good. Similarly, the performance of controllers scales well even with module numbers different from the original domain the controller was evolved for. Two reference implementations of a similar controller approach are reported and shown to have shortcomings. We discuss the related work and conclude by summarizing the main contributions of our work.
Introduction
The survival of natural creatures and the success of artificial creatures is importantly affected by their cognitive abilities. An embodied, mobile, autonomous agent has to process sensory inputs and has to control its actuators appropriately in order to survive or to fulfill its assigned task. The number of possible actions that could potentially be performed by such an agent is generally high. Also, there are many constraints on the feasibility of actions, either due to limitations of the agentsʼ bodies or induced by the environment.
The organs in natural agents, which select appropriate actions based on perceptions, emerged through processes of natural selection. The variety of naturally evolved control systems is vast and goes much beyond the frequently stated example of the central nervous system of vertebrates. This is most evident in the case of unicellular organisms that often show nontrivial behavior without possessing a single nerve cell, for example, Paramecium [2, 6] .
Generally, nature has evolved several principles of communication that partially act in parallel within organisms. In unicellular organisms (microorganisms, microbes), receptors can alter the production of chemical cell signals, which diffuse within the cell and integrate. These signals are not solely a way to transport information through space, because they are sometimes part of complex biochemical cascades. Some of these signals also allow the organism to switch between different modes of operation (e.g., motion principles or physiological states), as, for example, in Paramecium [6] . As cells are internally structured by compartmentalization, these processes can be interpreted as biochemical computation in space and time [4] [5] [6] 48] . Generally, this sort of communication can be interpreted as broadcast communication, because there is no direct link between sender and receiver, nor is there a dedicated addressed message. However, as intracellular chemical signals usually affect specific organelles or actuators and as specific compositions of chemical signals are often correlated with specific cell states, an emitter-channel-receiver model can still be applied to this sort of communication.
Within cells of multicellular organisms (metazoa), several pathways of communication exist, which differ concerning the processes they exploit. Between neighboring cells, transmembrane proteins act as important mechanisms to transport chemical molecules against the concentration gradient, which makes this sort of communication significantly different from basal diffusion. Among the most prominent examples are ion pumps.
Generally, cell-to-cell signaling can be divided into three categories [1] : communication between cells based on direct contact and strong dependence on local morphology ( juxtacrine signaling ), communication over short distances with medium dependence on local morphology ( paracrine signaling ), and communication over large distances and/or scales with weak dependence on local morphology (endocrine signaling ). Gap junctions and notch signaling, belonging to the first category, bind communication pathways strongly to the local morphology around the senderʼs location. Paracrine hormones and neurotransmitters, still having a strong linkage between morphology (location of the communicating cells) and communication functionality, belong to the second category. In the third category, endocrine hormones allow communication over greater distances and show only a weak coupling between morphology and communication functionality.
Returning to the main focus of this article, we interpret juxtacrine signaling and paracrine signaling as belonging to one group of communication mechanisms, in that they display a clear morphological (topology-mediated) coupling between sender and receiver. Also, far-reaching neural communication can be classified as belonging to this group, in that neural communication follows a dedicated pathway within the nervous system. We argue that the concept of artificial neural networks (ANNs) is mainly inspired by this group of directed communication (unicast), as is also evidently indicated by the directed edges between neurons.
In addition, we interpret intracellular signal processing and endocrine communication as belonging to a second group of communication mechanisms, in that these communication principles exhibit a rather loose morphological coupling (except for receptor-mediated linkages) between sender and receiver. These processes are built on the diffusion of chemical signals. The design principles of the artificial homeostatic hormone system (AHHS) clearly reflect this group of natural broadcast communications (undirected communications).
It is to be noted that presenting these two groups as distinct paradigms is a simplification in that they are two extremes in a continuous transition between paradigms of biological communication. For example, neuroendocrine cells and transmembrane proteins are features that add aspects of one group to the mechanisms of the other group. Also, other means of communication or communication clues such as mechanical forces, temperatures, or external light inputs might be important in intercellular and intracellular communication.
Reaching out for new sources of inspiration in the context of engineering controllers of modular technical devices is worthwhile, although the high capabilities (especially) of the human brain are unquestioned. However, the artificial synthesis of controllers of that complexity is out of reach.
Actually, the synthesis of any controller that sufficiently completes the information processes for an agent living in a dynamic, unpredictable environment is challenging, and the non-neuronal information processing of unicellular organisms definitely generates nontrivial behaviors [4] .
Challenges of Controller Synthesis
The complexity of controller synthesis can be rated, for example, by investigating the field of evolutionary robotics [19, 44, 69] . The (semi)automatic synthesis of robot controllers by applying artificial evolution belongs to the software section of evolutionary robotics [12] . The curse of complexity bears the main challenge in this field. An increase in the difficulty of the desired behavior seems to result in a significant increase in the complexity of its evolution. This is partially documented by the absence of complex benchmark tasks in the literature [42] . It is still an open question how to find either a basic principle of the controller design that is appropriate and universal or one that is optimal for a given scenario [7, 8, 21, 22, 74] . The latter seems to be more likely to succeed, because the existence of a true general problem solver is very questionable (cf. the no-free-lunch theorem [76] ).
Translating the concept of controller design and general problem solving to the context of evolutionary algorithms [29, 34, 50, 58] is associated with the problem of generating general or scenariodependent smooth fitness landscapes. The general controller design defines the designable fraction of the search space and the fitness landscape (non-designable fractions are induced, for example, by the environment or the task itself ). While the density of acceptable solutions in the search space should be kept high, the fitness landscape should generally be smooth with a minimum number of local optima. Experience shows that these two criteria are contradicting. In addition, the search space is usually high-dimensional and might have unfavorable structures. We summarize this set of challenges by the aim to "strive for high evolvability."
One focus of our research track is to design fitness landscapes by applying appropriate controller designs. We test whether it is useful to maximize the causality of the mutation operator (i.e., small causes have small effects) by reducing the maximal effect on the organismʼs behavior [24] . However, whether high causality is really desirable is questionable (e.g., Chouard [11] ).
The challenge of appropriate, efficient, and safe behavioral control is brought to a new level whenever groups of agents interact [78] . This holds also for organisms that are built from autonomous entities that collectively establish (possibly several different) topologies of their bodies. Examples of natural systems that belong to this category are the slime molds Dictyostelium discoideum and Dictyostelium mucoroides [9] and the algae Volvox aureus [30] . Volvox aureus lives in spherical aggregates consisting of hundreds or thousands of cells. The colony is able to perform collective phototaxis to stay in favorable light conditions. This is achieved by modulating the flagellar activity of cells depending on the local light intensity [26] . The responses to the light stimuli vary around the sphere, forming a gradient of flagellar activity suggesting intercellular interaction (be it chemical, electrical, or mechanical). This allows global coordination throughout the colony. Such organisms and behaviors are good sources of inspiration for paradigms of decentral control.
Inspiration by Signaling Networks in Unicellular Organisms
Especially the utilization of intercellular interactions is of interest here. Organisms such as Volvox aureus have not evolved explicit communication processes between a sender and a receiver (unicast), but rather implement implicit communication by chemical gradients (broadcast) or mechanical clues. Based on these considerations and inspired by the signaling network in unicellular organisms, we have proposed controllers based on AHHSs [23, 24, 54-57, 65, 66] . The word "hormone" is meant as a generic term for any kind of cell signal. These systems can be viewed as reaction-diffusion systems that are embedded within the autonomous agents. Sensory stimuli are converted into hormone secretions (cell signals), which in turn control the actuators. In addition, hormones interact linearly and nonlinearly in a way comparable to the hidden layer of an artificial neural network (ANN). Such systems show homeostatic processes in that they typically converge to trivial steady states for constant sensory input. Sensory stimuli trigger hormone secretion; hormone concentrations are essentially integrated (a form of memory) and decomposed over time (oblivion). However, during a limited period of time (transient) after a stimulus they also show variant behavior, especially if nonlinear hormone-to-hormone interactions are applied. This way, the bootstrapping problem of how to generate many sensory-motor configurations initially is overcome, because the controllers explore many such configurations even without input.
The concept of AHHS is related to gene regulatory networks. However, here each edge has its own activation threshold, and redundant edges with different activations are allowed. Hormones may diffuse within virtual internal spatial structures in the agent, but also from one agent to neighboring agents.
The desired main application of AHHS is multimodular robotics [51, 67] . In this field, autonomous robotic modules are studied that are able to physically connect to each other, and they can also establish a communication and energy connection. Hence, they form a super-robot ("organism") that is able to reconfigure its body shape; see, for example [39, 53, 59, 61] . Therefore, the underlying idea of diffusion in our reaction-diffusion system is that hormones diffuse from robot module to robot module and establish low-level communication. Following our maxim of trying to reach a maximum of plasticity, we use identical controllers in each module independent of their position within the robot organism, so there is neither a controller nor module specialization. This concept implements the focus of evolutionary robotics on modularity (among others) in terms of hardware and software [44] . Although we evolve cooperative behaviors by evolving a kind of self-organized role selection, there is no coevolution, because there are identical genomes in every module.
In the following we give a detailed description of AHHSs, and we discuss several design decisions and how the computational complexity can be limited. The benchmark based on inverted pendulums, which is applied throughout the article, is described and discussed. In the second half of the article, we investigate many properties of AHHSs, such as the resulting control networks, how they compare with controllers evolved by applying NEAT [63] , the nonlinear dynamics, the oscillations in such systems, the generalization of evolved controllers to initial conditions far from the original domain, and their scaling with respect to increased and decreased complexity of the scenario. Finally, we report two reference implementations, discuss their shortcomings, and discuss related work.
Artificial Homeostatic Hormone Systems
The original version of the AHHS was introduced by Schmickl and Crailsheim [54] and Schmickl et al. [57] . Several publications followed that report applications of AHHSs to the evolution of controllers for simulated single robots [66] and hand-coded controllers for real single robots [56, 65] . General perspectives on the AHHS approach were reported by Schmickl et al. [55] . The authors reported an improved version of the AHHS in [23] , which will be used in this work (the old version is not used here). An application to modular robotics is reported in [24] .
The basic concept of the AHHS is described in the following (for a less detailed description, see [23] ). An AHHS is defined by a set of hormones that define all properties of hormones, and a set of rules that define how sensory input and hormone concentrations are converted into hormone concentration changes and actuator control signals. The hormones have base production rates, that is, they are allowed to increase their concentrations independently. A decay rate describes their independent decrease of concentration. In addition, rules manipulate these hormones and also influence the change of hormone concentrations based on sensory input (sensor subrules) and based on the concentrations of other hormones or the hormone itself (hormone-to-hormone subrules). Finally, the actuators are controlled by rules that transform hormone concentrations into actuator control values.
The diffusion of hormones can be based on any spatial/modular topology. For example, the topology could be an abstract compartment structure within the agent, in analogy to compartmentalizations in biological cells [68] , or a loosely coupled aggregate of several agents. Hence, diffusion generates a means of communication, which is, however, rather coarse. It implements a communication based on broadcasts, which can also be called implicit communication in order to distinguish it from direct communication (unicast or explicit communication) of a preserved message between sender and receiver.
Mathematical Model of an AHHS
Now we give a detailed description of an AHHS. For each hormone its special characteristics are specified, such as the decay rate, base production rate, and diffusion coefficient (see Table 1 for a summary). A hormone H is defined by a 3-tuple
for base production rate a, decay rate A, and diffusion coefficient D. This tuple is also called the hormone gene below, because we apply genetic algorithms to evolve the AHHS. The basic concept of rules is that each rule contains four subrules, that is, each rule comprises a package of subrules: actuator subrule, sensor subrule, linear hormone-to-hormone subrule, and nonlinear hormone-to-hormone subrule. Nonlinear subrules were introduced in addition to linear interactions "to allow intrinsic dynamics of higher complexity" [23] . Each rule is listening for one selected sensor and influences one selected actuator. However, a direct influence from sensor to actuator is generally excluded, because the hormones that are influenced by the sensor do not influence the actuator themselves (see Figure 1) . Each rule influences a pair of hormones through sensory input, it influences an actuator through the concentration of a pair of hormones, and it influences one pair of hormones through the concentrations of another (or possibly the same) pair of hormones. The pairs of hormones are defined by weighted (floating, i.e., continuous) indices, that is, real numbers. Floating indices were introduced to optimize the local search when synthesizing an AHHS with evolutionary methods as explained in Section 2.3.4. For example, a floating index of 0.5 addresses with equal weights of 50% hormone H 0 and hormone H 1 . A floating index of 1.9 would address H 2 with a weight of 90% and H 1 with 10%. Hence, a rule consists of a package of subrules that can be viewed as a (sub)graph or network as sketched in Figure 1 .
A rule is defined by a 12-tuple (also called a rule gene below)
for subrule weights w, trigger window center~, trigger window width D, dependent dose E, fixed dose n, sensor ID s, actuator ID a, input hormone ID h for the sensor-hormone pair, and output hormone ID k for the actuator-hormone pair. Each of the subrules has a weight determining its influence. There is also an implicit weight w I defining a virtual "idle subrule" that corresponds to a subrule without effect. All subrule weights sum to P i∈fA;S;L;N ;Ig w i ¼ 1. Hence, an increasing influence of one subrule always comes with a decreasing influence of another subrule. It is possible to deactivate a rule by setting w I ¼ 1, and it is also possible to define a specialized rule by setting one of the other weights to one. Such a rule would be fully dedicated to one of the subrules (e.g., a sensor rule with w S ¼ 1). This concept of weights allows a step-by-step (in principle, continuous) transition of rules between the rule types, which is important for high evolvability. Note that the parameters of the subrules cannot be separated into individual subrule tuples, because the subrules share several parameters (detailed motivation and discussion in Section 2.3).
In the following we define the hormone dynamics of an AHHS. The dynamics of hormone concentrations is influenced by a constant production of hormone, diffusion of hormones, decay, and the summation of influences by other hormones (and itself ) and sensors as defined by rules. Note that diffusion of hormone concentrations within a certain spatial structure of compartments (see Section 2.3.3) establishes the only means of communication in this system, which is discussed in 
Trigger window center~Defines (along with trigger window width D) the triggering condition and intensity
Hmin ≤~≤ Hmax
Trigger window width D Defines (along with trigger window center~) the triggering condition and intensity 
for the parameters of hormone H h as defined in the hormone gene (Equation 1): the production rate a h , the diffusion coefficient D h , the decay rate A h , and the summed influence of all applicable sensor subrules S i , applicable linear hormone subrules L i , and applicable nonlinear hormone subrules N i (all of which are introduced in the following). The rationale for defining the influence of sensors and hormones by sums of several "sub-influences" defined by subrules is motivated and discussed in Section 2.3.1. The diffusion term is taken as continuous to obtain a concise description, although it is, of course, discretized in the implementation. Hormones have common minimal values (H min ) and maximal values (H max ) (i.e., ∀h, t : H min ≤ H h (t ) ≤ H max ) so as to have well-defined intervals for the dynamics of hormones. We define the sensor subrule, which specifies the influence on the concentration H h c of a hormone h ∈ R þ (i.e., each sensor subrule is applied to two output hormones h 1 and h 2 , because we use weighted IDs of hormones and get hormone pairs; cf. 
for sensor subrule weight w S i , sensory input S s (t ) from sensor s (subscript specified by rule gene; cf. Equation 2), a linear sensor scaling constant j s , dependent dose E i , and fixed dose n i (described in the following). We use a tent function u as a trigger function that determines whether and with what intensity the subrule is executed. This was introduced in preference to a mere threshold because experiments indicated it gave better performance [24] . It is defined by
for trigger window center~i and trigger window width D i . This is a linear weighting depending on the distance to the trigger window center and its width. Examples in Figure 2 show the interaction of Equations 4 and 5. We define the linear hormone subrule
which is applied to an output hormone concentration H h c (to each of the sensor hormone pairs as shown in Figure 1 ) in each compartment c (cf. Equation 3). The input is the hormone concentration H k . Note that h = k is allowed; thus self-referencing of a hormone is possible. This is an important feature, because it introduces a feedback that can be leveraged to generate complex dynamics (e.g., see Section 5.3). The other parameters are as defined above.
The nonlinear hormone subrule is characterized by the product of the input and the output hormone concentrations, H k (t )H h (t ) (this choice is remotely inspired by chemical reactions and their rate equations) and defined by
which is applied to an output hormone H h c in each compartment c. We define the actuator subrule
which is applied to an actuator control A a (cf. Equation 9). The current actuator control value A a of actuator a in time step t is defined by
for actuator subrules A i , maximum actuator value A a max , minimum actuator value A a min , and actuator scaling constant j a that linearly scales hormone values to the relevant actuator control value interval. Equation 9 implements the control of the actuator by the summed influence of all actuator subrules and the limitation to the relevant interval.
Encoding the AHHS in a Genome
A specific data structure, which parametrizes the AHHS controllers, is introduced for use by the genetic algorithm as genome. The genome is a pair G = (C h , C r ) consisting of two logical entities: the hormone chromosome C h and rule chromosome C r . There is one hormone gene G H for each of the N hormones in the hormone chromosome
There is one rule gene G R for each of the M rules in the rule chromosome Table 1 gives a listing of all genes in these two types of chromosomes. The hormone genes contain the actual parameters in a 3-tuple (see Equation 1 ). The rule genes contain the actual parameters in a 12-tuple (see Equation 2 ). Hence, the genome can be implemented, for example, as a mere array of floating-point numbers. A short summary of the AHHS is shown in Figure 3 .
Discussion of Several Design Decisions
The proposed design of AHHS controllers includes several fundamental decisions that are discussed in the following. 
based on the summation of several sensor-to-hormone functions S i ðtÞ (see Equation 4 and Figure 2 ), and similarly for mappings of hormone concentrations to hormone concentrations (hormone-to-hormone mappings) and hormone concentrations to actuator values (hormone-to-actuator mappings). Only the summands S i ðtÞ can be directly changed, for example, by methods of evolutionary computation. This seems to be a performance-sensitive feature of AHHS, as shown below in Section 7 by the comparison with reference implementations. Figure 4 . Summations of the influences by hormone-to-hormone subrules define overall hormone-to-hormone mappings (similar for sensor-to-hormone and hormone-to-actuator subrules).
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Defining the controllers via summations of several functions (cf. Equation 3 and Figure 4 ) rather than using one function description alone has proved to be advantageous, as shown below by empirical evidence. The number of functions (i.e., the number of rules) that contribute, for example, to a hormone-to-hormone mapping varies with how many rules apply to the considered hormone concentration pair H h and H k (similarly for sensor-to-hormone and hormone-to-actuator subrules). Figure 4a shows such a situation where seven rules apply. The resulting hormone-to-hormone mapping defines the hormone concentration change DH out based on the hormone concentration H in of an input hormone. Note that small changes of a single function will also have small effects on the summation. Especially, qualitative, global changes of the summation are unlikely. Whether this is really desirable is questionable, as mentioned above [11] .
If we investigate the summation of linear and nonlinear hormone-to-hormone subrules, we get two-dimensional functions for the case of h 6 ¼ k (i.e., the input and output hormone indices are different), as shown in Figure 4b .
The summed influences of subrules can be interpreted as those entities that define the resulting behaviors and on which the artificial evolution acts. This is, for example, shown in Figure 4c . In a process over many generations, the general quality of the hormone-to-hormone mapping is preserved, but the quantities are changed (in this case almost linearly).
A comparison to ANN is self-evident because AHHS controllers can be interpreted as hormone reaction networks (cf. Figure 1 and Figure 9 ). The equivalent to the above-mentioned summed Xto-hormone mappings in ANN is not well defined, but could be a (rather exceptional) network function of the form net j ðtÞ ¼
where w ij are weight functions depending on the outputs o i of connected neurons, instead of mere weight constants. These weight functions would be subject to evolution. The authors are not aware of any approach pursuing this method with methods of evolutionary computation. Still, this approach is representable with standard ANNs by implementing the functions w ij through corresponding subtrees (or subgraphs) of neurons with regular weights. It is, however, questionable how such structures should emerge in artificial evolution-a process that is in principle blind to topological qualities of the network. Hence, one could argue that the AHHS approach predefines useful clusters of features that would correspond to independent subgraphs in an ANN. Another difference between an AHHS and an ANN is the analogy to a conservation of mass in the AHHS. Hormone concentrations are produced, are preserved over time, and vanish only by a regular decay process. Hence, the emergence of processes based on memorized sensory inputs is likely. In contrast, the activations of neurons in the ANN are not explicitly preserved; they can only be implemented by establishing feedback loops.
Fuzzification and Low-Level Communication
The internal state of an AHHS controller is determined by a few continuous values (one for each hormone). The agentsʼ behaviors are determined by these values in combination with the hormoneto-actuator mappings. For small deviations, these mappings typically give similar results (see Figure 9 ) and introduce a kind of fuzzification into the system. Hence, diffusion of hormone concentrations implements a low-level communication (implicit communication), because hormone values are propagated through the compartment/module system, and similar hormone values have similar "meanings" within the controller. This might prove to be a powerful process because, on the one hand, communication is important in decentral control and, on the other hand, the alternative of evolving senderreceiver pairs would be a difficult problem [16, 17, 28] .
Spatial Structure Due to Compartments
The idea of either compartmentalizing a single agent into abstract compartments or just using the natural compartmentalization (e.g., in modular robotics) is to allow a reflection of the agentsʼ embodiment in the controller. This way sensors, actuators, and possibly even subrules (e.g., sensor subrules via their coupling with certain sensors) are associated with certain compartments and allow a body-based (embodied) modularization of the controller. In addition, the evolution of complex compartmentalizations consisting of dozens of compartments might enable behaviors that are otherwise difficult to evolve. This is, however, part of our future work agenda.
Floating Indices and Maximal Causality of Mutations
The idea of using floating indices to address hormones and the idea of using weights to specify the influence of subrules are introduced to maximize the causality of the mutation operator by reducing the impact of a single mutation on the agentʼs resulting behavior. Using discrete indices would correspond to implementing mutations as switches. Changing a rule from one hormone to another or changing from one subrule to another corresponds typically, however, to a radical change in the behavior. Radical changes are typically fatal in the evolutionary process. Having many fatal mutations complicates the search, and the genetic algorithm might be caught in local maxima more often. However, radical changes might be a relevant process of natural evolution [11] . Hence, a good choice should depend on the fitness landscape of the investigated domain. However, research on rugged fitness landscapes [45] that investigates fitness landscapes and that is more complex than Kauffmanʼs NK model [33] is still pending, mainly due to the computational complexity of such empirical studies.
Dependent Parameters in Rules
The idea of packaging several subrule types in one rule is a tradeoff. Several parameters of a rule, such as the dependent dose E or the fixed dose n, are used for several different subrule types, that is, these values are correlated and cannot be optimized independently by the applied method of evolutionary computation unless the corresponding weights are decreased close to zero. The independent parameters (e.g., sensor ID or actuator ID), in turn, can become silent genes if the corresponding subrule weights are zero. An alternative would be a considerable increase of the genome size (e.g., a full set of parameters for each subrule). However, empirical evidence shows a tendency to local optima if the controller population is started with specialized rules having one weight with w = 1, which would be the equivalent to the full-set-of-parameters approach in the current implementation (data not shown). In turn, the initial uniform distribution of subrule weights implies an initial exploration phase, as there are many subrules that influence the behavior. Later an exploitation phase is characterized by diminishing the weights of counterproductive subrules. A more intensive investigation of these interconnections is, however, pending.
Reduction of Computational Costs
The computation of the hormone dynamics (Equation 3 ) is costly. In particular, the computational complexity of the summation of the influences of all rules,
scales linearly with the number of rules, M-that is, in Landau notation, OðMÞ-and needs to be done in each update step of the controller. This can be avoided by approximating the three functions defined by P i S i ðtÞ, P i L i ðtÞ, and P i N i ðtÞ for each hormone (and each compartment in the case of S ) with a stepwise linear function that is precalculated and stored in a lookup table. That way only the hormone production, decay, and diffusion need to be calculated at each time step, while the influence through hormones and sensors is determined by simply accessing this lookup table (i.e., in Oð1Þ).
Note the shift of paradigm in that now there is a considerable difference between the genotype of the controller, which forms the basis on which it is evolved, and its phenotype, which is the actual representation in the agent at run time. A drawback is the increased memory cost, which scales exponentially with the number of hormones (N ) due to the combinatorial possibilities of the hormone-to-hormone subrules (i.e., it is OðN !Þ). As we are typically using small numbers of hormones (N ≤ 3), memory is not an issue, and the computational complexity reduces to about that of the ANN or even below for the case of using only N = 1 hormone.
The speedup due to using lookup tables instead of computing Equation 3 in each time step is about 50; the speedup due to using the AHHS with lookup tables, compared to NEAT [63] , is about 1.3 (data not shown) in the benchmark reported in the following.
Domain: Coupled Inverted Pendulums
The primary domain for AHHS controllers is modular robotics. However, in order to permit high numbers of evolutionary runs, we had to restrict our studies to a domain of much lower computational cost. As there is as yet no standard, abstract benchmark for modular robotics that would incorporate its typical requirements, we have defined the domain of coupled inverted pendulums [25] . 1 
Description of the Coupled-Inverted-Pendulums Benchmark
Research on synthesizing controllers for a single inverted pendulum (broom balancing) dates back at least to Widrow and Smith [73] . Applying evolutionary algorithms to this problem dates back at least to Koza and Keane [35] . Over the past 20 years the problem has been successfully solved for even more complex scenarios, such as the double pendulum or the triple pendulum (this is, however, out of the scope of this article).
We apply several changes to the standard inverted-pendulum scenario to increase its complexity and to increase the similarity of its challenges to those of modular robotics scenarios. The pendulums are started in lower positions, that is, we include the nonlinear upswinging phase. We also restrict the cart track length, resulting in a scenario similar, for example, to that reported by Chatterjee et al. [10] . Because of that and the limited acceleration of the cart motor, the upswinging cannot be managed by just moving back and forth once.
In addition, we limited the sampling rates of all sensors. The sampling rates are low, which is documented by the relation between the preset cycle length H of the controller and the maximal angular velocity of 0.05k [ In order to adapt the sensor setting to those that are more typical in robotic scenarios, the sensors do not deliver actual angles and positions directly. These values are partitioned onto several sensors, and they are also relative rather than absolute (e.g., distance to wall instead of cartʼs position); see Table 2 for details. All sensor and actuator values are integers in the interval [0, 127]. The controllers have two outputs (left actuator A 0 and right actuator A 1 ), and the acceleration control of the cart is determined by their difference (see Table 2 ).
The most important difference from the standard inverted pendulum is that we couple several carts (or modules) using chains (see Figure 5 ). Carts can move independently as long as they do not pull a chain or run into each other. Hence, each cart has to avoid other carts and walls (cart track ends) and has to balance its pendulum at the same time. Note the difference of this domain from others that mount several pendulums on the same cart; for example, see Xin and Kaneda [77] . This would correspond to a chain length of 0. However, here we are able to define degrees of coupling continuously [25] .
In the following experiments we increase the number of modules (i.e., carts) without changing the track length. Hence, with an increasing number of modules, the module density is also increased, which increases the difficulty even more. The modules are controlled locally without global information, ID, or positional information, and all modules are controlled by identical controllers.
We use an aggregate fitness function [42] , which is basically the percentage of time steps that all pendulums spent in the upper equilibrium position (f = 0). Deviations from f = 0 are linearly scaled, that is, f = 0.5k, for example, is evaluated as "50% in upper position." A fitness of 1 means all pendulums spent all the time in the upper position, a fitness of 0.5 means the pendulums spent half the time in the upper position, and a fitness of 0 means all pendulums spent all the time in the lower equilibrium. If any constraint is violated (e.g., cart runs into other cart, cart runs into chain, Figure 5 . Coupled-inverted-pendulum benchmark with two carts. Pendulums, free to move a full 360°, are mounted on the carts, which move in one dimension (left-right ) bounded by walls (track ends) and other carts. Marked angle is pendulum angle f.
cart runs into wall, pendulum velocity too high), the evaluation run is aborted and the fitness is reduced proportionally to the elapsed time.
The implementation of the cart-pole dynamics is calculated by a third-order Runge-Kutta method [49] with a discrete time step of size Dt = 0.01.
Discussion of Properties of the Coupled-Pendulums Benchmark
A detailed discussion of this benchmark is reported in [25] . Search algorithms operating on fitness landscapes related to this benchmark seem to be prone to local optima. Early in an evolutionary run, fast motion of the carts earns good fitness improvements. Subsequently, further improvements in the fitness can be reached by spinning the pendulums quickly. In a third phase of fitness increase the controller might manage to slow down the pendulumsʼ speed when approaching f = 0, but the pendulums still spin. Finally, in the absence of noise, an evolved controller could generate deterministic cart trajectories that end up with all pendulums at f = 0. These solutions can be seen as local optima before a fully reactive controller is evolved that can actually control the pendulums in noisy conditions. Note also that conflicting interpretations of sensory inputs exist. A close-by neighboring cart might be a safe condition if it moved in the same direction. In contrast, a close-by wall might be a dangerous condition.
Results
In the following, we report several results of applying the AHHS approach to the coupled inverted pendulums benchmark. We compare the evolution of AHHS controllers with that in NEAT [62] , we investigate how the performance of the AHHS can be improved, we investigate several internal processes of AHHS controllers, and we analyze the scaling behavior of AHHS controllers to a higher number of carts.
The initial settings as shown in Table 3 (cart and pendulum positions, etc.) are maintained except for the explicit investigation of varied initial settings. In the case of AHHS we use a mutation rate of 0.4 per hormone and per rule, and values are changed by at most ±60% of the maximal value (randomly uniform). We use a mere linearly proportional selection with elitism of three (the three best individuals are guaranteed to stay in the population).
All of this research is done with a focus on modular robotics applications [24, 67, 51] . The main application is the offline evolution of controllers for modular robots based on simulations. In these simulations, the application of a physics engine (simulation of friction, inertia, etc.) is important because the evolved behaviors often rely, for example, on friction [75] . A drawback is the very high computational cost, which considerably reduces the number of feasible evaluations. Therefore, we have to limit both the population size and the number of generations. The experiments in this article are based on the coupled-inverted-pendulums benchmark, which has low computational costs, and we would have the resources to increase the evaluation number. However, we want to investigate the performance of the AHHS approach with few evaluations in order to transfer the results to the application of offline evolution of controllers for modular robotics. Hence, the population size is limited to 100 genomes and the number of generations is 200 (see Table 3 ), which results in 2 × 10 4 evaluations.
Comparison of AHHS with NEAT
We compare the AHHS approach with NEAT [63] . Our implementation of NEAT is based on rtNEAT C++ v1.0.1 by Kenneth Stanley. 2 The optimization of the parameters used by NEAT is complex. Several settings were tested. The best results were achieved using the parameter settings reported by Whiteson and Stone [72] for the mountain car task. The initial network topology was chosen analogous to the sensor and actuator setting of the AHHS except for two extra sensors and two extra actuators that implement two communication channels (one to a possible left neighbor and one to a possible right neighbor ). The communication channel is implemented by coupling the output nodes with input nodes of neighboring modules and vice versa. This is necessary to allow similar synchronization possibilities as in case of the AHHS approach through diffusion of hormones. However, the experiments did not show significant differences in the performance of NEAT with or without such communication channels (data not shown).
The AHHS controllers are set to N = 1 hormone and M = 30 rules, which proved to be a good setting for this domain. For N > 1 we observed worse performance (data not shown), and an analysis of changing numbers of rules (M ) is reported in Section 5.1. The modules have a simple, virtual compartmentalization. They have a left and a right compartment, and the sole hormone H 0 occurs in two concentrations, H 0 0 (left) and H 0 1 (right), accordingly. The hormone diffuses between the two compartments of the module as well as between neighboring compartments of neighboring modules with a fixed diffusion coefficient D 0 (cf. Equation 3; see [24] for a more detailed discussion of moduleto-module diffusion, e.g., Figure 11b in [24] ). Sensors and actuators are also associated with one of the two compartments (see Table 2 ). The population is initialized with random controllers (uniformly distributed subrule weights, fixed and dependent doses, etc.).
The comparison was done for one through five modules with n = 30 evolutionary runs each. The results are shown in Figure 6 . For the case of one module, NEAT outperforms the AHHS significantly. However, for all multi-module settings the AHHS significantly outperforms NEAT. From these results we conclude that AHHS is at least competitive to other state-of-the-art approaches in the case of decentrally controlled multi-module systems. 
Applying Noise During Evolution for Better Performance
In the following experiment we have applied noise to the hormone during the evolution. A uniformly random distributed noise on the interval [−0.05, 0.05] was added to the hormone concentrations during generations [0, 30] , [60, 100] , and [140, 160] . During these generations the fitness was based on the minimum fitness out of three evaluations. The idea of introducing phases of noisy hormone concentrations is to perform an additional exploration in the search space and to find more robust solutions. The phases without noise are important to find the best controllers for the deterministic domain, which is our benchmark here. The results are shown in Figure 7 ; the performance achieved by applying noise is compared with the AHHS performance shown in Figure 6 . Significantly better performance was achieved for five modules, while significantly worse performance was achieved for one module. For two, three, and four modules only a trend seems to indicate better performance on applying noise. Hence, it is questionable whether the higher computational cost due to the larger number of evaluations is justified.
Analysis of an Evolved Controller
In the following we investigate the best evolved controller that was achieved using the noise method described above for the two-module scenario. The behavior of the evolved controller in a regular evaluation run is shown in Figure 8 . For this initial state it achieves a fitness of about 0.85, which is equivalent to keeping both pendulums upwards balanced for 3,400 time steps (the actual value is smaller because during the upswinging phase pendulum angles f 6 ¼ 0 occur ). Both carts show only small movements and move in synchrony, which is obviously a good behavior to avoid collisions. The carts keep moving towards x = −1, which indicates that the pendulums probably will not be balanced for much longer than the evaluation period. However, keeping the carts around one position was not part of the fitness function. Note the complex dynamics of the hormone, which is an oscillation over three time steps of the form 0, 1, x, 0, 1, x,… . Hormone concentrations of 0 and 1 correspond to actuator control values of 0. Hence, the actuator actually is active only every third time step. One great benefit of the AHHS approach is that a complete qualitative representation of the evolved controllers is possible as shown in Figure 9 . This representation is based on lookup tables that map sensory input to hormone concentrations, hormone concentrations to hormone concentrations, and hormone concentrations to actuator control values, and can be generated automatically. In this graphical description of the controller it is, for example, easy to see that sensors S 0 to S 6 and actuator A 1 are basically turned off. Hence, no collision avoidance behavior was evolved, because input from the proximity sensors is ignored. The sensors of the pendulum angles are also not used.
The internal dynamics (i.e., without dynamic sensory input) is determined by the feedback loop through hormone-to-hormone rules. A bifurcation diagram of the hormone-to-hormone mapping function as shown in Figure 9 is shown in Figure 10 . In order to simplify the dynamics of the complete system, the overall influence by sensors, P i S i ¼ S c , is assumed to be constant and is added to the hormone concentration in every time step. That yields the following map for the hormone dynamics:
In Figure 10 the constant S c ¼ P i S i is used as bifurcation parameter. For each value of P i S i there are infinitely many combinations of associated sensor values that are not individually considered. The diagram shows three qualitatively different regions: a period-two region ( P i S i ∈ ½−1; −0:229), a period-three region ( P i S i ∈ ½−0:229; 0:329), and a fixed-point region ( P i S i ∈ ½0:329; 1). The controller mainly operates on the interval of approximately P i S i ∈ ½0; 0:3 (data not shown), which is the period-three region (i.e., attractors based on oscillations between three different hormone concentrations with a period length of three time steps).
AHHS-Mode of Operation
In the following we investigate the mode of operation of AHHS controllers. We test the evolved selection of sensors and the dependence on sensory input. The hormone dynamics is interpreted in a Figure 7 . Box-and-whisker plots of the fitnesses of the best evolved controllers for the method that applies noise to the hormone, compared with the performance of the standard AHHS method as shown in Figure 6 . nonlinear dynamics context in extension of the results shown in Figure 10 . Finally, we investigate the emergence of oscillations and different time scales in the hormone dynamics.
Influence of the Number of Rules
We begin by investigating the influence of the allowed number of rules, M, for the setting with two modules. The results are shown in Figure 11 . On the one hand, a certain number of rules (from Figure 11 one can tell that M = 30 would most likely be a good choice here) is necessary to reach good performance. On the other hand, larger numbers seem not to decrease performance significantly. Note that the dependence on the number of rules is not simply a question of whether a function (as shown in Figure 9 ) is representable by few rules, but rather of how much of the space of all possible behaviors is covered by the initial population. Hence, a well-chosen number of rules would maximize the heterogeneity of behavior in the initial population without increasing the search space unnecessarily. This The overall influence of the sensory input S is used as bifurcation parameter (see Equation 14) . The controller mainly operates in the period-three region of about P i S i ∈ ½0; 0:3 (cf. dynamics of the hormone concentration in Figure 8f ).
relation, however, needs more investigation and will be future work, together with the option of evolving the number of rules (i.e., dynamic genome lengths).
Most Influential Sensors
The approach with just one hormone proposed in this work allows a straightforward time series analysis of the internal states (described by a single hormone concentration) compared with the sensory input. We use Pearsonʼs product-moment correlation coefficient (PMCC) for the temporal differences (first derivatives) for pairs of the hormone concentration and sensor values. By this investigation we want to detect the sensors that mainly influence the controllers. This way, we regard the evolved controllers as black boxes and analyze their behavior statistically. The correlation coefficient r gives a good estimate of how relevant the particular sensor is. Values of r = 1 or r = −1 indicate a positively linear or negatively linear relationship. Values of |r| < 1 indicate increasing noise until the maximum noise is reached for r = 0. Note that nonlinear relationships cannot be discovered with the PMCC.
The results for the best controllers that were evolved applying the noise method (see Figure 7 ) are shown in Figure 12 . Interestingly, no controller listens mainly for the pendulum angles (sensors 1 through 4), and those controllers listening for the proximity sensors correlate almost always positively. The best evolved controllers listen only to sensors 6 through 9, representing the cart velocity and pendulum velocity. These sensors are commonly regarded as the most relevant in invertedpendulum scenarios [46] .
Nonlinear Dynamics Interpretation
The bifurcation diagram shown above (Figure 10 ) already indicated that AHHS controllers can be investigated by applying methods of nonlinear dynamics. The hormone-to-hormone subrules define the internal dynamics by a feedback loop. This internal dynamics is then disturbed by sensory input. The dynamics of the hormone concentrations can be interpreted as trajectories in a state space. A demonstration (based on a controller with several hormones, in contrast to those reported above) in the form of a vector field of such a state space, focusing on one hormone-to-hormone relationship, is shown in Figure 13a . The vector field has a fixed point at about (0.64,0.93). The occurring states of a regular evaluation run, shown in Figure 13a , indicate, however, that the system almost never stays at the fixed point. In fact, the sensory input and possibly also the influence of other hormones disturb the system and drive it temporarily away from the fixed point. Figure 13b shows the hormone concentration H 0 , the most influential sensor S 9 (negative angular velocities), and the corresponding pendulum angular velocity N for the initial 2,500 time steps. Without any disturbance by sensory input, hormone 0 would relax to the steady state of about H 0 = 0.93. The sensory input S 9 adds to the hormone and increases the hormone concentration to H 0 = 1. Without input from S 9 , the hormone oscillates irregularly between about 0.75 and 1 due to other inputs. The actuator is activated in these phases, resulting in short periods of acceleration of the cart that keep the pendulum swinging.
Control Based on Oscillations
An interesting property of all evolved controllers is the oscillation of all hormone concentrations. Certainly the domain of oscillating pendulums introduces oscillations into the system, but the controllers also evolved much faster oscillations. Even fast-swinging pendulums typically have periods of more than 200 time steps, whereas hormones often show periods of 2 to 7 time steps. Obviously, controllers whose functionality is based on such oscillations are favored by the evolutionary algorithm in this domain. In fact, these oscillations can be interpreted as a means of storing system states. This is clearly indicated by Figure 14 , which shows a hormone with two different kinds of oscillation behavior. Hence, one can argue that in addition to those oscillations of the pendulum a second time scale emerges. The emergence of time scales and their significance as forms of memory and for robustness have been reported regularly [20, 36, 52] . Similar dynamics were found in single neurons [15] . In this context, note also the discussion of Moioli et al. [38] in Section 8.2 below. Considering these fast oscillations, the similarity to neurons, and our inspiration by hormones, one could argue that there is a contradiction. However, we argue that the dynamics of hormones in unicellular organisms is also fast compared to changes in their environments (e.g., nutrition gradients).
Generalization and Scaling
All controllers reported in this article were evolved for only one initialization of module numbers and cart and pendulum positions. In the following we investigate how these controllers generalize to other initializations and to other module numbers. Both are desirable, because they would allow us to evolve the controllers in scenarios of lower complexity (e.g., only three modules and only one initialization of cart and pendulum positions) than the final application scenario, which is resourceconserving.
Generalization to Initial Conditions Far from the Original Domain
In the following we investigate how evolved controllers generalize to initial angles of pendulums for which the controllers were not evolved. This was done for the best controllers of the two-module scenario using the AHHS-noise approach that is shown in Figure 7 . Without re-evolving the controllers, they were tested for all pairs of initial pendulum angles (f 0 (0), f 1 (0)) on the full interval f i (0) ∈ [0, 2k] for i ∈ {0, 1}, with a resolution of Df = 0.05.
The median fitness over all 30 controllers and all tested initial angles was 0.61 (first quartile: 0.23; third quartile: 0.70). This is a good result compared to the NEAT experiments, which were obtained by explicitly evolving for one initialization and reached only a median of 0.59 (see Figure 6 ). In Figure 15a the results for a controller are shown that achieved a fitness of 0.86 for the original initialization. The median over all initializations for this controller was 0.88 (first quartile: 0.28; third quartile: 0.92), which is above the fitness for the original initialization. The white cross shape in Figure 15a is obtained for 28 of the 30 evaluated controllers and indicates low fitness for initializations of f i (0) ≈ k, which is about the lower equilibrium of the pendulum. These initializations are difficult for the controllers because they are not part of the original initialization of the two-module scenario (in contrast to the three-, four-, and five-module scenarios; see Table 3 ). For f = k the pendulum is at rest and the important sensory stimulus from the angular velocity sensors is missing. In similar experiments for the three-module scenario (i.e., controllers evolved in the three-module scenario were evaluated on the full interval of f i ) the cross shapes vanish (see Figure 15b) because the initialization f i (0) = k is part of the initialization for which the controllers are evolved. Similar results were reported before for an ANN and a single inverse pendulum by Pasemann [46] . Adaptive controllers, which also worked well on initial conditions far from the original domain, emerged for the single pendulum.
Scaling of Module Numbers
In the following we investigate how evolved controllers cope with numbers of modules that are higher and lower than in the scenario they have been evolved for. The respectively best controllers of the 30 runs for the three-module scenario using the AHHS-noise approach were evaluated in one-, two-, four-, and five-module scenarios. The result is shown in Figure 16 . There is no significant difference between the five settings. Hence, the controllers scale up and down equally well. Effective scaling opens up the possibility of evolving controllers for simpler scenarios that consume less resources. Later the evolved controller is applied to more complex scenarios. The feasibility of this approach is also supported by the good scaling in individual cases of controllers that were evolved for the two-module scenario and that showed high fitness in the five-module scenario, close to the all-time record.
Comparison with Similar Implementations
In order to test the usefulness of defining the sensor-to-hormone, hormone-to-hormone, and the hormone-to-actuator mappings using the AHHS concept of rules, we have implemented two reference implementations. We call the first one the direct table (DT) approach. It uses the lookup tables of the AHHS implementation, but the table entries are filled directly, without the help of summations of functions defined by subrules. Initially the tables are filled with random numbers, which are directly mutated by the genetic algorithm. Neighboring values in the table are not correlated, in contrast to the AHHS approach.
The second reference implementation is called the Fourier approach. It implements functions using Fourier series to fill the lookup tables. This way, neighboring values in the table are correlated because Fourier series are differentiable; the correlation should also be reflected in discrete samplings of Fourier series. The Fourier coefficients are initialized randomly and mutated by the genetic algorithm.
Direct Encoding of Lookup Tables
This reference implementation uses the lookup tables of the AHHS implementation, but the entries are filled directly. Note that this preserves the general network topology as shown in Figure 9 . However, Figure 16 . Scaling of module numbers; the controllers were evolved for the three-module setting (data shown in Figure 7) . The same controllers were evaluated in the one-, two-, four-, and five-module settings without re-evolving them. There is no significant difference in the performance.
instead of filling the tables by the summation of several subrules, the tables are filled directly. Initially they are filled with random numbers. The mutations act on these tables directly, too. The following results were obtained with tables of 128 bins (i.e., the intervals of sensor values and the intervals of hormone concentrations are discretized with a resolution of 128 discrete steps) and with an average of 320 mutations per controller and generation. The results are shown in Figure 17 . The performance of the DT approach seems to be independent of the module number. This is explained by the local optimum that is typically found, which is a fast pendulum-swinging behavior without any interaction between the carts. Besides the quantitatively small difference of the DT and AHHS medians of the fourand five-module scenarios, there is a qualitative difference because the DT behaviors show only fast pendulum swinging while the AHHS behaviors use more promising strategies (e.g., a single pendulum is balanced).
In addition, this simple approach shows significantly better performance for three and five modules than does NEAT. This might be seen as an indicator that shaping sensor-to-hormone and hormoneto-actuator mappings is a generally beneficial approach.
Lookup Tables Based on Fourier Series
In this second reference implementation we use Fourier series of order k = 24. Such a high order might be counterintuitive, but proved empirically to be a better approach than using lower orders. Obviously, short wavelengths in the functions are advantageous. The lookup tables are filled by functions of the form The results shown in Figure 18 indicate that the rule-based AHHS approach reported in this article is not the general single best approach for all scenarios. The AHHS approach reaches significantly better performance for the one-and two-module scenarios. However, the Fourier series approach has higher computational cost. Our implementation ran slower by a factor of about two than the AHHS-noise approach reported in Section 4.2. Reducing the order of the Fourier series would lower the computational cost but also the performance. Hence we conclude that the AHHS approach is still the better choice for this domain.
Related Work
The proposed AHHS controller approach has methodological similarities to many other approaches; however, the unrestricted evolution of hormone-to-hormone reactions as well as sensor-to-hormone and hormone-to-actuator mappings seems to be a unique feature. In the following we compare our approach with neural network approaches, gene regulatory networks, and reaction-diffusion approaches.
8.1 Artificial Neural Networks, NEAT, HyperNEAT, and GasNet It seems to be justified to call ANNs (in particular, continuous-time recurrent neural networks) the standard approach in the automatic synthesis of controllers, especially in the field of evolutionary robotics [14, 27, 31, 43, 44, 69] . However, the standard ANN approach fails for complex tasks, which failure is, as mentioned in the introduction, documented by the absence of complex tasks in the literature [42] . The difference of the AHHS approach from the ANN is mainly the concept of hormone diffusion and, as mentioned above, the X-to-hormone mappings, which can be interpreted as network functions with weights depending on the outputs of connected neurons.
In contrast to the standard ANN approach, NEAT [63] and HyperNEAT [64] have verifiably higher evolvability. NEAT differs in the sophisticated methods of evolutionary computation, while the underlying ANN is that of the standard approach. Figure 18 . Box-and-whisker plots of the fitnesses of the best evolved controllers for the performance comparison between the approach based on Fourier series and the best AHHS approach (AHHS-noise approach for multiple modules, and standard approach for one module).
AHHSs can be compared with ANNs in the following way: Assume (and for one example it is empirically shown in this article) that it is a good way to solve the problem of controller synthesis by means of function fitting for sensor-to-hormone, hormone-to-hormone, and hormone-to-actuator mappings as reported in this work. Obviously, ANNs are general enough to solve it, in principle, in the same way. However, it is improbable that separated function-fitting clusters to implement these mappings will emerge within the network, even if NEAT is used.
HyperNEAT differs from NEAT by its generation of connectivity patterns that are comparable to the spatiality introduced by the compartmentalization using AHHS. Otherwise there seem not to be many similarities between these two approaches.
Many more similarities are found in comparing the AHHS with GasNet [31] , because in addition to the standard ANN they both introduce diffusing hormones and hence represent hybrid approaches. The related artificial homeostatic systems [41, 70, 71] emphasize a homeostatic aspect similar to the internal dynamics of the AHHS.
Gene Regulatory Networks and Reaction-Diffusion Systems
The most similarities are found by comparing the AHHS with other approaches that do not rely on ANNs. Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) [3, 18] are inspired by biological gene networks, implementing an implicit encoding of networks. Still, there are many differences between GRNs and AHHSs, although superficially there seem to be a lot of similarities due to the similar biological inspiration. A difference in the genotypes is that AHHS do not have the distinction between coding and noncoding regions. The AHHS genome is rather predefined and static. Concerning the resulting networks and their functioning, each edge has its own activation threshold, and redundant edges with different activations are allowed in the AHHS approach.
Probably the most similarities of all are found in the comparison with the diffusion-reaction controller approach [13] . Among these similarities are the definition of controllers based on reactions and the essential influence of diffusion processes. Differences include the predefined reactions (Gray-Scott reaction-diffusion system) in [13] . In addition, spatiality plays a much more important role, as Dale and Husbands use 128 compartments, while our agents have only two compartments in this work. Their approach relies on this high resolution and hence shows spatial qualities that are not observed in the AHHS approach.
Furthermore, similarities are found in comparison with the controller based on the Kuramoto model by Moioli et al. [38] . In that work, the focus is on synchronization based on predefined oscillations. In the AHHS approach, oscillations and synchronization emerge by themselves.
The evolution of sensor-to-hormone mappings can be interpreted as a direct function-fitting approach related to Jang [32] . However, the AHHS approach is much more sophisticated and defines these mappings not directly but in a form that shows high evolvability.
Other approaches that are inspired by hormones are very different from ours. For example, Shen et al. [59] report a message-based system, and Shen et al. [60] report a pheromone-like implementation (comparable to that of Payton et al. [47] ). Furthermore, see Meng et al. [37] for a modular robotics approach inspired by a mechanochemical model for cell morphogenesis-an aspect that we do not address here but do consider elsewhere; see Schmickl et al. [55] .
Conclusion
In this article we have reported an application and intensive analysis of the AHHS controller approach, which is inspired by signaling networks in unicellular organisms. We have reported a comparison with NEAT on the coupled-inverted-pendulums benchmark that revealed a significantly better performance of the AHHS controller for multi-module settings with a limited number of evaluations. It can be considered a main result of this work that the AHHS approach can be interpreted as an ANN with a rather exceptional network function based on weight functions depending on the outputs of connected neurons. This concept might also be a promising approach for ANNs.
The lookup-table implementation of the AHHS approach introduces an interesting difference between the genotype and the phenotype of the controllers. The genotype is designed for high evolvability, while the phenotype is optimized for low computational complexity.
An advantage of the AHHS over, for example, the ANN, NEAT, or HyperNEAT, is that a full but simple representation of an AHHS controller is possible as shown in Figure 9 . Note that the networks evolved by the NEAT approach are much more complex and contain between 25 and 40 nodes.
A nonlinear dynamics analysis of the evolved controllers is possible, especially in view of the onedimensionality due to our using only one hormone in this work. This analysis showed that the controllers are mostly based on periodic attractors that emerge during evolution.
The investigation of two reference implementations showed that evolving X-to-hormone mappings based on summations of functions is advantageous over direct encoding of such mappings. Hence, our approach of evolving the mappings indirectly via groups of tunable subrules seems to be particularly suitable for methods of artificial evolution.
Generally the AHHS approach does not require predefined topologies. In this work the network topology was not predefined, because the controllers were initialized with fully connected networks. Unnecessary connections had to be turned off explicitly by evolution, as is seen in Figure 9 (zero lines for sensors 0 through 6). The probability of fully connected networks is reduced either by decreasing the number of rules (M ) or by increasing the number of hormones (N ). The relation between M and N also changes the representable shapes of the X-to-hormone mappings (cf. Figure 4a) . Initialization with almost no connections would also be possible if the addition of rules (i.e., growing genome lengths) were allowed.
The application of the AHHS approach to other domains has been shown previously. The evolution of controllers for single robots and for modular robotics has been shown in [23, 24, 66] . The analysis of single robot controllers was reported in [54] . The implementation of a simple AHHS controller on hardware was reported in [56, 65] . Still, further investigations of additional domains would be desirable, as well as intensive comparisons with other methods such as HyperNEAT, GasNets, and GRN-based methods.
The analysis has shown that the proposed approach is superior to state-of-the-art approaches in the considered domain with local control, in that evolved controllers generalize to other initializations and scale with the number of modules. This opens up many possibilities. For example, controllers can be evolved within simpler scenarios in order to save resources. Furthermore, changes in the number of coupled modules could also be managed dynamically by the same controller without external adaptations. The good scaling and generalization properties could probably even be improved by re-evolving the controllers in new or more complex domains. In addition, this method could be combined with environmental incremental evolution as reported by Nakamura et al. [40] . Our future work will mainly be the application of the proposed approach to the multimodular robotics domain.
